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1. Introduction
This document presents an overview of the technical demonstrators of the TAPPS project,
reporting through images and photographic material what was practically developed during the first
22 months of the project. The integration of the different components of the architecture were
realized as described in deliverables D3.1 [1] and D4.1 [2], which detail the execution
environments and the tool chain developed within the scope of the project. The validation of the
demonstrators is work in progress and is reported in deliverable D5.3 due in M24. A second
iteration of the validation process will be performed in the last year of the project and reported in
M34.
The current demonstrators are related to the Use Cases of the Automotive and Health domain
described in the Description of Action (DoA) of the project. Energica Motor Company (EMC) and
Fondazione Centro San Raffaele (FCSR) are in charge of these two demonstrators. Partial
demonstrations (no- integrated) have already been shown in the context of the review meeting in
September 2016 in Brussels. The demos and applications explained in Section 2 and Section 3 are
the following:
1. Electric Motorbike (EMC): Integration of Secure CAN concepts within the Trusted
Dashboard
2. Health Trolley (FCSR): Drawers management (Critical App) and drug preparation/
administration process (Trusted App)
Moreover, a third demonstrator, not included in the DoA, has been added and preliminarily
discussed in Section 4. The reason for this decision, as discussed during last review meeting, is
the advantage of a more industry-related demonstrator to better understand the potentialities of
specific components of TAPPS architecture – namely the Trusted Ethernet – within an Industry 4.0
compliant manufacturing scenario. Further details will be given in the next WP5 deliverables.
Reporting the first iteration of demonstrators at this intermediate stage of the project is important to
understand two interesting aspects regarding originality and feasibility of the proposed solution: on
one hand, how peculiar features of TAPPS architecture – declared in the DoA and/or specified in
previous deliverables – have been developed and integrated, as novel requirement-driven
characteristics for reliable CPSs; on the other hand, assess the extensibility of the implementation
of TAPPS innovation to different, heterogeneous scenarios, i.e. automotive, healthcare and
industrial contexts.
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2. Automotive Use Case: Motorbike Demonstrator
Automotive security is very important since most people use vehicles and understand the dangers
of an attacker that can gain the control of the vehicle. This makes them prone not only to thefts but
also to automated attacks that endanger passengers’ safety. Due to the number of breaches that
have occurred within the last few years, car-makers have started to take security into account in
order to detect and mitigate possible vulnerabilities.
The examples of vehicle hacking are not confined to the U.S. vehicle fleet. In Europe, German
Automotive Association (ADAC) found a flaw in BMW’s companion smartphone app for its
ConnectedDrive platform that would enable hackers to modify the app to allow them to remotely
unlock any BMW, MINI, or Rolls Royce models equipped with the technologies underpinning the
OEM’s ConnectedDrive telematics platform. The need for security of hardware and software
systems in cars is driven by the ever-increasing connectivity between the car and the external
world, which includes not only telematics services and internet access, but also upcoming vehicleto-vehicle or vehicle-to-infrastructure communication [3].
Since the number of wired and wireless attack surfaces has grown in modern vehicles, there are
more opportunities than ever before for criminals to hack into vehicles. In many cases, researchers
have performed the hacks reported on by the media, but there have also been a number of
criminal hacks of vehicles, for example using various electronic means to bypass remote key-less
entry systems and immobilizer systems in order to steal cars. Unfortunately for the automotive
industry, the growing number of ECUs for different applications in vehicles — around 100 in a
premium vehicle — and the number of outside devices and servers connecting to those vehicles,
makes security a very complex issue to solve.
One of the biggest challenge is in balancing the cost of security versus the risk potential (and
therefore financial risk) that the multitude of attack surfaces presents. The sheer number of attack
surfaces, from wireless connections such as cellular, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Dedicated Short-Range
Communications (DSRC) to wired connections, such as SD cards and USB ports, has dramatically
expanded within the last few years [4].
Securing attack surfaces is essential, for this reason, TAPPS is developing scalable, cost-effective
solution that enable the manufacturing of secure connected cars. In order to validate the costeffective solution developed in TAPPS, we have chosen the most innovative motorbike present on
the market that is through Energica Ego electric motorbike. This motorbike as any modern vehicle
has started to enlarge the attack surface adding wireless connectivity facing to solve the same
problems of car automakers. In fact as the number of wireless attack surfaces grows (for example
connected home devices, wearables, and potentially infrastructure), there is need to be as secure
as possible to avoid being infected with malware or hacked remotely.
The aim of the first demonstrator is to validate part of the technologies developed in TAPPS
through using the Energica Ego electric motorbike (Figure 1), that is potentially vulnerable through
CAN bus (Figure 2). As has been described by a number of cyber security researchers focusing on
the automotive industry, the most dangerous types of attacks involve three stages.




The first stage is to get into an ECU via attack surface (remote or physical).
The second stage is to jailbreak the ECU.
Third stage is to send messages from the compromised ECU to other ECUs in the vehicle
(that control the physical actions of the vehicle), which turn those cyber physical systems
-6-
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(e.g. ECUs controlling the brakes, vehicle speed, etc.) to take actions not intended by the
operator of the vehicle.
These types of attacks could cause accidents while a vehicle is in motion, unlock a vehicle’s doors
to make it easier to steal, or make a vehicle inaccessible to the vehicle’s owner.
In order to validate different technologies developed in TAPPS (Figure 3), and how these
technologies can stop cyber-attacks, an incremental approach has been followed. The initial
automotive demo is focusing on the integration of security mechanisms for the off-chip network that
stops the stage two of the automotive attack above described. Validating the secure CAN (sCAN)
concept on the Trusted Dashboard (T-DASH), we demonstrate how a compromised ECU cannot
anymore send meaningful messages to other ECUs. In addition, this demonstrator shows the
implementation of the Critical Execution Environment (CEE), implemented by an STM32 board,
connected via a standard CAN to the other motorbike ECUs.
The demo set up (as shown in Figure 6) consists of a novel T-DASH connected to the CAN
network of the motorbike via a commodity and simple STM32 board. In this CAN network we also
have another ECU that interacts with the outside world via a wired (e.g. USB, OBD etc.) or wireless
(e.g. cellular, Bluetooth, etc.) network. With regards to remote code execution, the later ECU
provides an attack surface with one or more vulnerabilities. Finally, the sCAN technology consists
of a software library that is executed within the Critical Execution Environment (CEE) of the TDASH, with the objective to guarantee a secure and robust communication over the CAN.
The enclosure of T-DASH has been redesigned in order to host the STM32 board and it has been
made in Rapid Prototyping Technology (Figure 4). The T-DASH has a 4.3” LCD-TFT display.
Figure 4 shows one driving page that is developed on the STM32 board with the emWin library.
This Main Driving Page shows the main driving information. In particular, this screen displays the
Regeneration icon, Power icon, Air temperature, Time, Motoring Map, Regeneration Map, State Of
Charge, Motor Temperature, Ice Warning Lamp, Check Lamp, Speed, RPM, Trip, Range and
Odometer. Figure 5 shows the EMC testing workbench and Figure 6 shows the EMC testing real
setup with the motorbike connected to the T-DASH.
The scenarios tested through the first demonstrator are as follows:
1. Not Secure Scenario: without sCAN layer (Figure 7)
2. Secure Scenario: with sCAN layer (Figure 10)
The main behaviors of these two scenarios are reported below.

2.1.

Not Secure Scenario: without the sCAN Layer

Referring to Figure 7, this scenario is composed by an Energica Ego motorbike and two STM32
boards, one Disco F469 and one Disco F7. Energica Ego is connected through its own CAN bus
(CAN2) to the Disco F469 board, which will forward any message to the Disco F7, which is
connected through another CAN bus (CAN1). In addition to that, there is a second Disco F469, that
will act as a compromised ECU. The Disco F469 board connected to the motorbike implement a
standard gateway between the bike itself and the external bus line (CAN1), while the Disco F7
implements the CEE of the T-DASH. The gateway unit just forwards the information on the CAN1
bus, while the F7 receives and displays the information on a 4.3” LCD-TFT display.
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In this Not Secure Scenario the compromised ECU, accessing the CAN1 bus, can read any
information that is sent on the bus line (Figure 8). This is possible since a compromised ECU can
run arbitrary code hence send any CAN message. In order to figure out which CAN message to
send, the compromise ECU has to figure the nature of the messages sent by the Energica
motorbike. After this step, via the compromised ECU we can also figure out which ones to send to
the affected physical system, the T-DASH in our case. As shown in Figure 9 the compromise ECU
can send any vehicle speed to the T-DASH and T-DASH visualizes it. This situation can be very
dangerous and has to be avoided.

2.2.

Secure Scenario: with the sCAN Layer

To avoid the previous situation, a secure communication is needed between any ECU. Referring to
Figure 10, in the Secure Scenario the information coming through the CAN2 bus from the
motorcycle is protected by the sCAN layer within the gateway (first Disco F469), and then
encrypted messages, sent through the CAN1 bus, arrive to the T-DASH. Then, the T-DASH
implemented by the Disco F7, decrypts the messages and send them to the CEE. The CEE
includes a RealTime OS that schedules several critical applications. One of them is to the
application in charge to extract the speed values from the CAN messages and to visualize them.
Thanks to the sCAN, messages sent to the T-DASH ECU are now protected.
The compromised ECU (Node 2) is not anymore able to figure out the real nature of the CAN
messages as show in Figure 11. Moreover, if the compromised ECU send some messages on the
CAN bus, these messages will be discarded by the sCAN layer implemented of the T-DASH,
without affecting any information sent by the motorbike as show in Figure 12. Although
compromised ECU managed by the external attacker can access the CAN bus, such ECU is not
able to interact with the other units and to access information that flows on the bus thanks to the
trusted communication architecture.
The main features of this first demonstrator can be summarized in:





Integration between TAPPS architecture and Energica electric motorbike
T-DASH is no more directly connected to the motorbike but any communication is managed
by software bridge that implement the sCAN concept
Secure access to peripheral devices via sCAN that permits classical encryption,
authentication and integrity mechanisms
A compromised ECU isn’t able to read and/or write the information routed on the CAN bus

The next incremental steps of this demo will cover the case where vehicles having applications that
are downloaded using wired or wireless connections can be hacked without any adequate security
measures. In this case, the attacker using a malicious application can ease compromise one ECU
with the effect already demonstrated. Using the TAPPS architecture, it will be possible to protect
the vehicle.
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Figure 1: Energica EGO electric motorbike (Automotive Use Case). Energica Architecture is widely based on
digital communication over field buses (CAN Bus – Blue Line). On the CAN-Bus, safety critical and safety uncritical are routed. The main ECU from the User Communication is the Dashboard (DSB).

Figure 2: In current Dashboard Implementation, EMC provides to the user a set of connectivity functionalities
that are limited only by the company safety requirements. Current Dash (Node1) is directly connected to the
motorbike through the CAN-Bus (CAN2). In this Scenario, an external attacker (Node2) can access to the CANBus and he can read and/or write the information routed on the CAN-Line, thus, leading to a harmful security
issue. Thanks to TAPPS technology, the current motorbike will be improved through the Trusted Dashboard (TDASH).
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Figure 3: High-level view on the TAPPS architecture. To integrate TAPPS systems in larger cyber-physical
systems, the TAPPS architecture considers two different trusted interconnections: Secure CAN and
Deterministic Ethernet. In order to realize and validate the Secure CAN concept, three partners of the project
(EMC,TEI and ST) have developed new hardware and firmware. Thanks to this synergy the T-DASH was born.

Figure 4: New Trusted Dashboard (T-DASH): Enclosure realized in Rapid Prototyping Technology and Main
Driving Page displayed on STM32 Board. Main Driving Page shows the main driving information.
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Figure 5: EMC testing workbench: T-DASH (Disco F7), Encrypter (Disco F469) and Attacker (Disco F469).

Figure 6: EMC testing real setup: Motorbike, T-DASH, Encrypter and Attacker. T-DASH is connected to the CAN
network of the motorbike via a commodity and simple STM32 F7 board.
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Figure 7: Not secure scenario (without sCAN layer) main architecture. This scenario is composed by an
Energica Ego and two STM32 boards: Disco F469 and Disco F7. Energica Ego is connected through its CAN
bus (CAN2) to the Disco F469 board, which will forward any message to the Disco F7, which is connected
through another CAN bus (CAN1). In addition to that, there is a second Disco F469, that will act as a
compromised ECU (Attacker). The Disco F469 board connected to the motorbike implement a standard gateway
between the bike itself and the external bus line (CAN1), while the Disco F7 implements the CEE of the T-DASH.

Figure 8: Not Secure Scenario where compromised ECU (Attacker) reads the Vehicle Speed.

Figure 9: Not Secure Scenario where compromised ECU (Attacker) writes Vehicle Speed successfully.
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Figure 10: Secure scenario (with sCAN layer) main architecture. The T-DASH is no more directly connected to
the motorbike but any communications is filtered by the Software Bridge that implement the Secure CAN
Concept.

Figure 11: Secure Scenario where compromised ECU (Attacker) cannot read Vehicle Speed.

Figure 12: Secure Scenario setup where compromised ECU (Attacker) writing Vehicle Speed doesn´t succeed
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3. Healthcare Use Case: Health Trolley Demonstrator
The second demonstrator is a simulation of the essential functions of a new model of Health
Trolley, specifically designed to assist healthcare professionals in daily patient care activities, such
as pharma administration or application of medical aids and devices. The demo shows the
implementation of the communication between the Critical World (where essential trolley functions
run, namely drawer management and serial communication) and the Trusted World (hosting mainly
the application to assign therapies to patients). The tests have been performed using an
experimental workbench, including the real trolley control board connected with three drawer locks
and the HiKey board, where the TAPPS architecture is implemented. The first component is a PICbased, custom control board for drawer management, which includes a UART interface –
connected to the HiKey96 board – and up to 36 drawer locks.
According to the trusted toolchain, the Critical app to control the trolley drawers (namely, the
Trolley Control Unit app) has been designed using 4DIAC, and then modeled as a Chromosome
node to ensure a trusted communication with the outside world. The generated code is verified by
the SMV model checker. Critical apps can be uploaded (as suppliers) and downloaded (as
subscribers) on/from the marketplace. Moreover, a beta-version of a Trusted app has been
developed to perform prescription and administration of drugs, medical devices and clinical
consumables: this application includes a patients’ database and works to assign therapies and
drawers. However, since drawer indexes are randomly generated, the match between drawers and
patients is not transparent: the two Execution Environments (EE) are then isolated from each
other, but a secured communication can be performed.
Running the demonstrator, the user performs this steps sequence:
1. Installation of Critical apps – UART communication and Trolley Control Unit application
2. Installation of Trusted app – Drug management
3. Drug preparation – Patient is selected and associated therapy is displayed; the C-app
assigns a random free drawer, that is unlocked to allow drug filling (Figures 25-28)
4. Drug administration – When the nurse stands beside the patient, he is identified (through
an external device, such as a barcode scanner: this integration will be demonstrated in the
second iteration) and the corresponding drawer is unlocked (Figures 29-31)
The main features of this demonstrator can be resumed in:





Trusted-toolchain-based design and implementation (Trolley Control Unit as 4DIAC model,
each application converted as XME node – Figures 13-17)
Apps upload and download from marketplace (Figures 18-20)
Isolation of Critical Execution Environment and Trusted Execution Environment (Figure 24)
Secured communication between T- and C-apps through XME middleware (Figure 32)

FCSR realized the work on the demonstrator, in collaboration with other partners (Fortiss) in a test
environment based on simulation stations and a workbench (Figures 21-23). In the second phase
of the demonstrators activities, the TAPPS architecture will be integrated and implemented within
the new model of the health trolley, whose prototype is now available (see Figures 33 and 34).
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Figure 13: 4DIAC app development environment; several views are displayed (TOP: function block and
connections; CENTRE: final state machine within the function block; BOTTOM: code related to a specific state)

Figure 14: The single (sub)application model is exported through the 4DIAC export wizard
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Figure 15: 4DIAC app export wizard; the model is exported to generate working code, including the external app
interface for the CHROMOSOME middleware; it is also possible to export a model for the SMV model checker
using the same wizard; afterwards, the app can be compiled, packed into an application container, and uploaded
in the marketplace (see Figure 18)

Figure 16: 4DIAC generated app code (left: main app code, right: external app interface)
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Figure 17: Verification of 4DIAC apps (left: SMV code generated from 4DIAC, right top: verification properties,
right bottom: verification output)

Figure 18: An example of app creation through supplier profile on the marketplace
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Figure 19: Display of different trolley apps in the marketplace; the user (subscriber) can search for several
available products according to specific keywords

Figure 20: The subscriber can select among different offers, to be activated through this specific marketplace
wizard
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A

B

C

Figure 21: FCSR testing workbench – superior view (A: drawer control board, powered with 24V/2A external
supplier; B: HiKey96 board, powered with a 12V/1A external supplier; C: drawer locks)

Figure 22: FCSR testing workbench: frontal view
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Figure 23: Fortiss testing workbench with FCSR application running

Figure 24: Installation of Critical and Trusted apps (LEFT UP: manager node; LEFT BOTTOM: gateway node;
RIGHT: installer)
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Figure 25: Homepage of the Trusted app for the trolley management; in this example, two patient profiles are
active, with 3 different prescriptions

Figure 26: Drug preparation through the Trusted app
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Figure 27: Trusted app is waiting for drawer locking; as soon as the user fills up and locks the drawer, the app is
ready for a new prescription. On the left side, in background, the current active drawer is tagged as open and
empty

Figure 28: The GUI shows a medicine has been correctly placed in the requested drawer, which is identified with
a random index. On the left, the drawer status is updated (locked and full)
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Figure 29: Once the preparation phase is done, the user can start with the administration one. Here, a simulation
of bedside patient identification is shown; it can be performed manually (drop-down menu) or through an
external device (to be integrated in the second iteration)

Figure 30: Selection of an administration option; on the left, the correct drawer is matched with the patient and
ready to be unlocked
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Figure 31: After option is selected, drawer is unlocked and the app is waiting for locking; on the left, in
background, the current active drawer is tagged as open and full

Figure 32: Screenshot of the underlying communication between Critical Execution Environment (CEE) and
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)
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Figure 33: The new model of health trolley
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Figure 34: Frontal view of health trolley, showing drawers block and
T-app running
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4. Industry 4.0 Demonstrator
The third demonstrator is the implementation of the TAPPS platform in the context of an industrial
production environment, specifically targeted at the deployment of distributed real-time control
applications for the control on the shop floor. In production environments, criticality relates to both
real-time criticality for robotics and machine control as well as mission-criticality, i.e. the availability
(uptime) of the production environment is directly tied to financial gains and losses.
The goal of the demonstrator is to demonstrate the following TAPPS elements:





TAPPS development methodology for critical applications using 4DIAC
Installation of C-apps through the TAPPS marketplace and execution environments through
XME.
Safe and secure isolation of R-apps, T-apps and C-apps deployed on the ARM Juno
platform utilizing the safe and secure switch between normal and secure worlds.
Control of distributed CPS from the CEE utilizing TAPPS deterministic Ethernet

The architecture of the Industry 4.0 demonstrator is depicted in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Industry 4.0 Demonstrator Overview

The demonstrator utilizes the ARM Juno evaluation platform with the TAPPS software architecture
and networking technology integrated on the platform. It is connected through deterministic
Ethernet connection to the control units used to control a simulated factory environment utilizing
industrial equipment from FESTO.
Running the demonstrator, the user can perform the following activities:
1. Installation of C-apps related to the “software-controlled factory”, e.g. replacing, enhancing
and extending the control of the machinery in the factory.
2. Installation of T-app – perform factory management, diagnosis, predictive maintenance,
visualization, quality-control or other applications
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3. Control the factory, e.g. operate the conveyor belt, pick and place items onto or from the
conveyor belt.
Due to the very recent start of the demonstrator activities, this deliverable does not describe the full
use case but sketches a first iteration, which is extended and implemented during the next phase
of the project.
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5. Conclusions
In this document, a graphical documentation about the results of the technical demonstrators due
for the first iteration has been shown. More in detail, specific components and features related to
the two Use Cases are detailed, in order to show how TAPPS architecture and concepts can be
addressed within practical applications. A third Industry 4.0 related demonstrator has been
introduced to fulfill the need of a further industrial scenario, even if will be better detailed in next
Deliverable 5.2. The validation activities of such demonstrators will be reported during next period
in Deliverable 5.3 (planned for M24), while the second set of demonstrators and related validation
will be implemented at the end of the project (M34 and M36).
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